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On Track In Growth
GATES PCM Construction Ltd continued its trend of growth in the local railway industry over the first six months of 2016. Following
a splendid year of growth in 2015, which also marked the company’s 15th anniversary, GATES PCM Construction Ltd has effectively
continued its streak of success in the first two quarters of 2016.
In terms of track works, the work year of 2016 saw the continuation of the third rail replacement project over the entire East-West
Line, which brought about major successes for the project as well as GATES PCM Construction Ltd as a whole.
The GATES PCM project team have already achieved several milestones and even a record with this project. The first milestone
achievement itself is a rather significant one, with the project, which was started in August 2015, successfully hitting the 30%
milestone margin. Additionally the team has also successfully completed all coring works that were required for the third rail
installation on the East - West Line.
However, beyond just completing works
with quality and timeliness, GATES PCM
Construction Ltd’s project team has also
shown that they are truly one notch above
the competition in terms of productivity
as well. Director of GATES PCM, Mr.
Vignesh Partheeban, who had taken
charge of the front line installation team
as part of the project, showcased this
productivity by single-handedly leading
two installation teams in changing 21
third rails, each of 15 meters length, and
three Expansion Joints. In total, Mr.
Vignesh and his teams managed to
change a spectacular 330 meters of
third rail in a single night, all within the
engineering hours of 1:30am to 4:15am.
“This was truly a team effort. Every member of the team on the track did their job perfectly and carried out our planned instructions
precisely. I am happy about the achievement, but there is still some way to go in this project and we are working to better this
mark as we progress,” said Mr. Vignesh, 28.
Such stellar performances on the East-West line Third Rail Project have resulted in GATES PCM being awarded multiple additional
works. These include the company’s involvement in the third rail replacement of the North-South Line where, it is assisting main
contractor ALSTOM, SMRT and LTA with delivery operations and installation of third rails.
Another major project that has been awarded to GATES PCM Construction Ltd in recent times is the opportunity to assist SMRT’s
project team in the regulation and topping up of ballast for its tracks. This award is no doubt a sign of the growing trust that
clients have on GATES PCM’s ability and the positive relationship that the company has fostered with them, but also a showcase
of the company’s versatility and capability in rail maintenance works.

“This was truly a team effort. Every member of the team on the track did their job perfectly and carried
out our planned instructions precisely. I am happy about the achievement, but there is still some
way to go in this project and we are working to better this mark as we progress,” said Mr. Vignesh, 28.
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The first two quarters of 2016 have also seen a marked increase in
the amount of minor projects awarded under one of the company’s
major clients, SMRT. These include various rail replacement and
other works such as SFT Measurement, Tunnel Cleaning, Lamp
replacement and Stud replacement. Successful commencement
and completion of such projects have served to further bolster the
relationship between GATES PCM Construction Ltd and SMRT.
The main proof of this positive working relationship is the signing
of the first ever framework agreement between the two entities
in June 2016. This is the first ever framework agreement formed
between SMRT and a local railway contractor for the purpose of
rail maintenance and rail replacement works. GATES PCM is also
continually working with SMRT to assist them in the planning,
logistics and approach in dealing with various project requirements
that the client may have. The company is also working with SMRT to
look into projects throughout Asia.
Over the last six months, the company has also gone beyond SMRT
projects and has completed a range of rail maintenance works
such as rail replacements, turnout bearer replacements, anchor
bolt replacements, rail welding and even RRV operator training for
clients such as Alstom Transport (s) Pte Ltd.
On top of this, GATES PCM already has a slew of projects lined
up for work in the second half of the year that include additional
maintenance works for SMRT and SBST as well as repairing of light
rail and guide rail support systems.
As far as future projects are concerned, GATES PCM Construction has furthered its aim by tendering for the Eastern Region Line
(ERL) Project in a Joint Venture with Spanish railway construction giants: OHL. The ERL project, which is the largest proposed
major railway line project in the current plans of the Land Transport Authority, will commence in 2018 and is expected to be
commissioned in 2024.
Besides railway maintenance and new-built, GATES PCM Construction Ltd had also proven its capability in the Works Train arena
over the years and continued to promote that legacy in 2016. Having successfully completed the Works Train operations of
Downtown Line 1 and 2, allowing for its commissioning at the end of 2015, the company’s Works Train wing is focussed on its
operations in Tuas West Extension and Downtown Line 3.
With over 150 employees working on the Works Train operations for both these lines, the stellar work that the team has produced
has received much praise from client, Land Transport Authority of Singapore.
Assistant Project Manager, Mr. Gunaselan
Dharmiah, said: “Managing such a high
number of employees is never easy. However,
our coordination team for the Works Train
Operations, does a consistently fantastic
job in order to ensure that the operations
are ongoing 24/7. This has allowed not just
the employees on the ground, but also the
coordination team to be on the receiving
end of praises and commendations from
our clients and also build a strong working
relationship with them.”
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Such continued success in projects have been the key
reason for GATES PCM Construction Ltd receiving multiple
accolades

from

various

distinguished

organisations.

In March 2016, Dato Sri Krishna, who is the reigning
Entrepreneur of the Year, was awarded the Singapore Indian
Business Leaders Award by Singapore Indian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry.

“Managing such a high number of employees is never
easy. However, our coordination team for the Works
Train Operations, does a consistently fantastic job
in order to ensure that the operations are ongoing
24/7. This has allowed not just the employees on the
ground, but also the coordination team to be on the
receiving end of praises and commendations from our
clients and also build a strong working relationship
with them,” said Mr. Gunaselan Dharmiah

The award is no doubt a reward for Dato Sri Krishna’s extensive
experience and stellar track record in entrepreneurship,
making him stand out as a distinguished member of the local
Indian Entrepreneurial community, as well as GATES PCM
Construction Ltd’s growth and performance over the years as
the flagship of his entrepreneurial empire.
With such successes being raked in, in just the first half of the
year, there is no doubt that GATES PCM Construction Ltd has
set itself up for greater growth in the second half of the year as well.
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Building Canberra
In the last quarter of 2015, a major project was awarded to GATES PCM Construction Ltd in the form of the new-built works for
Canberra Station.
With the impending addition of Canberra Station to the existing North South Railway Line, the oldest railway line in Singapore, main
contractors, China State Engineering Corporation Ltd, had given the challenging new-built track works scope of the construction
to GATES PCM Construction Ltd. This is no doubt a sign of the strong presence that the company has within the railway new-built
sector in the region.
The project itself is a high profile one, whose ground-breaking ceremony was presided by Coordinating Minister for Infrastructure
and Minister for Transport, Mr. Khaw Boon Wan earlier this year.
With the company set to conduct a multitude of work, including design and supply of turnout, pre-assembly and installation,
cable through installation, fabrication of insulated rail joints, thermit welding turnouts and 3rd rail installation and gauging as
part of the track works for Canberra station, there is no doubt that the project will be additional proof of the capabilities of GATES
PCM Construction Ltd in the new-built arena.
At the same time, the project poses a challenge for the track works team of GATES PCM Construction Ltd that is set to cement the
company’s name as the local leader in the local railway industry.
This challenge would be for the work team to carry out numerous works, including, alteration and installation, testing,
commissioning and handback of two turnouts / crossovers on the existing North South Line, at the location of the new Canberra
station within a possession time of a mere 52 hours. Such a feat would be the first of its kind in Singapore and when successfully
completed, will be a major achievement in the track record of GATES PCM Construction Ltd.
Principal Project Manager at GATES PCM Construction Ltd, Mr. Peter Brymer said: “beyond giving the company an opportunity to
bolster its status as the local leader in railway new-built, this project has also given us a chance to work with and strengthen our
relationship with industry players such as Land Transport Authority as well as other system wide contractors. I believe that this
has the potential to open up new opportunities for business for our company in the near future.”
Currently the project is in the pre-final design stage with final designs scheduled to be submitted in September 2016 in order to
enable the commencement of manufacturing.
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Technical Trajectory
Two more Rail-road Vehicles (RRVs) have called GATES
PCM Construction home in the last quarter. The two have
aided to essentially double the RRV fleet of GATES PCM
Construction Ltd, clearly communicating the company’s
approach of investment in state-of-the-art technology in
order to further itself in the local and international railway
market.
The four RRVs that make up GATES PCM Construction Ltd’s
fleet are capable of manoeuvring on both road and rail and
with a trained hand behind the wheel and a multitude of
attachments, can accelerate a myriad of railway works and

This inclined technical trajectory and its impact on the
works conducted by GATES PCM Construction Ltd were on
full display during the SMRT Trains Ltd Safety, Security and
Quality Day event. GATES PCM Construction Ltd was only one
of just two railway maintenance companies to be invited to
exhibit their works.

reduce the dependence on manpower in an industry that
is traditionally dependent on large pools of manpower.
The effectiveness of these RRVs were on full display during
the Tuas depot re-sleepering operations. During these
operations the RRVs were able to ensure that the project
was delivered on time and with high quality, while reducing

The event, which took place on the 25th of February, at
the SCRC Clubhouse in Bishan, was created in an effort for
SMRT Trains Ltd to reinforce its safety, security and quality
objectives to 1,200 members of its staff.

the amount of dependence on manpower, due to the RRV’s
versatility in conducting a number of jobs.
According to the Construction Manager of GATES PCM
Construction Ltd, Mr. Steve Hall, the RRVs will enable the

The exhibit from GATES PCM Construction Ltd was particularly
impressive according to the guests that visited the booth, as
the exhibit featured a demo track affixed with a third rail,
display of work procedures, tools, equipment and a recurring
presentation of the company’s profile and corporate social
responsibility efforts.

company’s revenue and technical trajectory to be on the
incline in years to come.
“We have identified a plethora of future projects that could
be completed more effectively with the aid of the new
RRVs. These include re-sleepering, re-railing, and a variety

Safety Officer at GATES PCM, Mr Johnvictor Charles, who
coordinated the planning and execution of the exhibition
said, “Today, GATES PCM’s display was commended as one of
the best of the day and it’s easy to see that from the steady
stream of people that came to visit the booth from start to
finish.”

of ballast related works. And with the number of RRVs in
our possession, we are able to do these works concurrently
and that is a huge boost to the company’s capabilities as it
prepares itself to move aggressively into regional markets,”
added Mr. Hall.

Guest of Honour, Chief Executive Officer of SMRT, Mr.
Desmond Kuek, had nothing but praise for the exhibition
by GATES PCM that clearly displayed its work quality and
expertise and thanked the company for its continued support
to SMRT over the years by presenting the company with a
certificate of appreciation.

“And with the number of RRVs in our possession,
we are able to do these works concurrently and
that is a huge boost to the company’s capabilities
as it prepares itself to move aggressively into
regional markets,” added Mr. Hall.
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Thinking out of the Box
GATES PCM Construction (M) Sdn. Bhd. may have just been formed in the 3rd quarter of 2015, but it has shown phenomenal
growth in the first quarter of 2016, taking the telecommunications, construction and street light industries by storm.
Since its formation, the company and its leaders have hit the ground running. With direct advise from Dato Sri Krishna, director
Mr. Magindren, has established strong relationships with key players in all three industries in order to secure projects that have
put GATES PCM Malaysia on the map.
The most significant of these projects is the delivery of full turnkey solution
in Central, Eastern and Northern Malaysia for U-mobile, the 3rd largest
telecommunications service provider in Malaysia. The securing of this project,
has also help GATES PCM Malaysia establish its status as a main contractor to
a telecommunications giant, within just a year of establishment. In fact, the
company’s relationship with the client is so well-established in such a short
period of time that GATES PCM Malaysia has targeted the completion of 120
sites by the end of the year.
The reason for this success is the company and its staff’s ability to think out of
the box, says Director of GATES PCM Construction (M) Sdn. Bhd., Mr. Magindren.
“At our company, we are always focussed on approaching any project’s
requirements and challenges with an open mind, because when we are
open-minded, we no longer rely on traditional methodologies and are able
to propose new solutions to new challenges that will yield better results at a
more competitive price. Our telecommunication team’s role is quintessential in
making this happen,” added the young entrepreneur.
This ability of the company has allowed for the securing of various other
telecommunications projects for the future. These projects include a project for
P1, a subsidiary of Telecom Malaysia, the fastest growing telecommunications

operator in Malaysia. The project, has been embarked on in association with
LeBlanc Communications (M) Sdn. Bhd.
The relationship with LeBlanc is also an important one as there are several
other projects that this partnership is looking into as early as the second
half of 2016.
Another important partnership for future projects is the one with OCK
Group Bhd., which is the biggest main contractor for telecommunication
companies in Malaysia and is also a listed company. Having continually
supported OCK during the P1 Huawei Project, GATES PCM Malaysia has also
been awarded the Digi Full Turn Key Project that will commence in July 2016.
With such success in the telecommunications industry, it is expected that
50% of the company’s revenue will come from this industry alone. In order
to support such high demand,GATES PCM Malaysia had already created a
Manufacturing, Fabrication and Welding facility. Such forward thinking will
no doubt contribute to the company’s aspiration of becoming the leading
telecommunications contractor in Malaysia.
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Besides telecommunications, the company also believes
that 40% of its revenue will come from the construction
industry. And it has already made head way in achieving
this target by becoming a sub-contractor for a Terrenganu
State Government project, which involves the building
and delivery of a fully bonded warehouse in Teluk Kalong
within a tight time period of 6 months.
At the same time, GATES PCM Malaysia has also
diversified its portfolio in construction with the award
of civil engineering works in Honeywell Aerospace
Petrochemical Plant. Through this project, the company
has achieved a two-prong diversification due to the immense amount of focus in civil engineering works as part of this project as
well as the company’s penetration into the oil and gas industry.
The reason for this accelerated diversification in the construction industry is the company’s ability to look at a project from all
angles, says Mr. Magindren. Through thorough evaluation of the project requirements, the company is able to ensure consistent
results no matter where or what it is building.
The street lighting industry is also expected
to contribute significantly to the revenue with
the team targeting 10% of the company’s total
revenue for 2016. Having worked closely with
Oversea Lighting Malaysia, one of the biggest
manufacturers in the Street Lighting Industry,
GATES PCM Malaysia has been involved in
various aspects of the industry including
complete installation and interface with TNB.
Currently the company is working on three
projects in three different areas of Selangor.
Having achieved such multi-faceted successes through the first six months of 2016 and many more to follow, GATES PCM
Construction (M) Sdn. Bhd. is showing that thinking out of the box really does pay dividends and will continue to do so as the
company innovates itself further to enable greater penetration, diversification and success in all three of its targeted industries.
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The New Year dawns, the GATES way
The Annual GATES PCM New Year
Eve Dinner and Dance 2015 was
yet again a grandiose affair, with
long serving members of the
GATES Family and new members
getting together in a night of fun,
celebration and merriment on the
31st of December 2015.
The event was held at St Regis
Singapore’s John Jacob Ballroom,
hosting 250 guests that included
Management, Clients, Associates
and

Staff

of

GATES

PCM

Construction Ltd.
This year’s celebration was truly
special as GATES PCM Construction
Ltd celebrated its 15th year of
incorporation since its start in year 2000. The event had an awards theme that saw guests receiving awards such as Long Service,
Best Dressed, Most Sporting and Best Dancer.
Amongst several highlights of the event were speeches from key members of the GATES Family such as Director of GATES
PCM, Mr. Sivanessan, who chronicled the 15-year history of GATES PCM Construction Ltd, Chairman of FTMS, Mr. B.S. Mangat,
who shared about his relationship with Dato Sri Krishna and the financial strength of the company, Senior Vice President of
GATES PCM, Mr. Dexter Allan, who delivered the company’s performance review for year 2015 along with the 5 year forecast
and Director of GATES PCM Integrated Services Pte Ltd, Mr. Nazarisham, who delivered the performance review of GATES PCM
Integrated Services for 2015.

The company performance review in particular showcased
GATES PCM Construction Ltd’s stellar performance in
2015, which saw the company improving its revenue by
45% and reporting significant investments and advances
in new technology and corporate social responsibility.
The company also achieved two awards in 2015: Singapore
Entrepreneur’s Award 2014/2015 for Mr. Thanaraj and
Overall Winner of the Entrepreneur of the Year Award for
Dato Sri Krishna. Furthermore the company acquired a
Malaysian company and rebranded it to form GATES PCM
Construction Sdn. Bhd., currently holding 70.6% of shares
in the company.
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The main focus of the event however, was the release of GATES PCM Construction Ltd’s official corporate video and the launch
of its official corporate publication. Both the video and the publication were fitting tokens for the company’ 15th anniversary
celebration as they chronicled not only the company’s history but also its progress and future plans.
Director of GATES PCM Construction (M) Sdn. Bhd., Mr Magindran, said: “The whole event was very well organised and everything
went smoothly. It is truly one of the best events I have ever seen and this just inspires GATES Family members like myself to strive
for excellence.”

Large scale and well organised events are truly a trademark of GATES PCM Construction Ltd and the company once again proved
it with its Labour Day celebrations 2016. The celebration on 1st May, involved over 300 members of the GATES PCM workforce
gathered in the cinema hall of their dormitory as the top management of the company gave away goodie bags to each member
of the workforce individually.
Each goodie bag consisted of useful items such as watches, t-shirts, water bottles, towels, caps and even a travel adapter. The
members of the GATES Family were then treated to a scrumptious feast that no doubt added life to the event and sent the
employees of GATES PCM into jubilation.
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Stellar Subsidiaries
The subsidiary companies of GATES PCM Construction Ltd, GATES PCM Integrated Services Pte Ltd (GPIS) and GATES PCM
Environment Pte Ltd (GPE) both had strong showings in the first half of 2016.
GPIS, which laid its claim as one of the top security agencies in the country by securing a ‘B’ grade in the Police Licensing Regulatory
Department’s audit, furthered its claim by securing a larger market share within the industry with the signing of multiple new
projects.
These new projects have allowed GPIS to include big names like Building and Construction Authority and the company’s biggest
client to date, Singapore Polytechnic, into their list of clients. The projects with just these two clients account for the deployment
of over 50 security officers on the ground.

Directors of GPIS, Mr. Liew Wah Sun and Mr. Nazarisham both agreed that the key behind the company’s ability to secure new
projects and execute them to client satisfaction lies in how the company prepares its security officers for the rigours of security
operations.
“We have been sending most of our staff for training. In this way, not only are we able to provide better quality staff to our
clients, but we are also showing support to the government’s Progressive Wage Model initiative, aimed at improving the status of
Singaporean Security Officers.” Mr. Naza, Operations Director, said.
Business Director, Mr. Liew, added: “We will also improve the quality of service to current clients by introducing security
technologies to aid our staff in their duties.”
With this dual focus on training and technology to improve the efficiency of its security officers, GPIS is now actively targeting new
projects in areas such as shopping malls, schools and tertiary learning institutions. And with the string of success it has already
had, there is no doubt that GPIS will put in yet another solid performance at the end of 2016, just as it did at the end of 2015.

GPE has also been on track in making its name in the environmental cleaning industry.
GPE has undoubtedly developed a good track record in keeping its customers loyal
to its brand, through quality service and active contract renewals. Clients such as
Nagai Nitto Pte Ltd, S11 Capital and East Coast Residences have been engaging GPE
for their environmental solutions for over three years.
At the same time, GPE is always on the lookout for new projects and in view of
that, have started to enhance their credentials and accreditations with Clean Mark
certification, ISO certification and BCA accreditation. At the same time, GPE has
been actively participating in multiple tenders that show promise for an increase in
its market share.
Director of GPE, Mr. JP Selvam, said: “We are in pole position to secure a number of
projects that range from residential areas to hotels. As such, we are setting ourselves
up well for a big push in the second half of 2016.”
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GATES PCM Construction Ltd is probably the first locally owned company that has emerged as a specialist in railway projects. Offering
a full spectrum of services for laying, linking and maintaining tracks, the company has developed a proven track record both locally and
regionally. Since its founding in 2000, the company has secured projects in Malaysia and Thailand and has been a part of Circle Line,
Downtown Line 1, 2 & 3 and Tuas West Extension projects locally. It currently works closely with both local train operators to maintain
their railway tracks periodically.

